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Dexta & Super Dexta Steering Repair 

A neighbour asked me to have a look at the 

steering on his Super Dexta which he described 

as “loose”. The reality was that the steering 

wheel was falling off (the fixing nut was loose) 

but everything just wobbled about. 

The Dexta steering box is quite unusual in that 

the steering wheel is fitted to a special nut 

which is held in bearings at the top of the 

steering column with the wheel fitted to splines 

and secured by a further nut (item 16 in the 

picture.) 

The wheel turns the special nut and raises or 

lowers a shaft which moves the two drag arms.  

While there can be wear in several places in this 

steering box, the problem on this tractor was 

primarily restricted to the special nut and the 

repair could be carried out with the steering box 

and fuel tank left in place on the tractor. 

 

 

 

 

Anglo sells a kit of parts (A63169) to repair this problem.  

The kit contains the Special nut, top and bottom bearing seating 

rings plus 16 loose ball bearings. 
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The normal parts list doesn’t identify the nut as a separate part, 

including the nut and shaft as a matched pair (item 14 in this 

picture) but aftermarket nuts as included in the Agro kit are 

now available. 

The nut is held in place by loose ball bearings in a groove in the 

nut. The bearings (16 off of item 13) run between two seating 

rings (item 12.) The steering column top cap (item 5) bolts down 

to clamp the seating rings with the shims (item 9) adjusting 

clearance. 

The repair is relatively straight forward. 

First remove the steering wheel nut (Anglo A68591) and 

washer then the steering wheel (Anglo A67383.) 

The four screws holding the instrument panel are then 

removed. The two lamps are pushed into sockets in the 

back of the instrument panel so their holders simply pull 

out.  

On this tractor the bulb holders had fallen apart and so 

new ones had to be sourced. Unfortunately at this time 

Anglo didn’t supply the item but it was found via eBay. 

There should also be a rubber seal between the silver 

panel and the painted panel – again missing and needing 

finding via eBay. Anglo do however supply the temperature 

gauge (A67302) which this tractor also needed. There is 

normally enough slack in the temperature gauge capillary 

tube to move the panel out of the way without disconnecting the temperature gauge. 

Once the instrument panel is out of the way the four nuts holding the steering column top cap (item 

5 above) are visible. The nuts (item 8) have locking tabs (item 7) that will need to be removed and 

then the top cap can be removed, probably along with some or all of the shims. As replacement 

shims are not included in the repair kit, take care not to damage them. 

A magnet is helpful to remove the ball bearings. Remove the top seating ring (item 9) and then the 

bearings. The main steering nut can now be unscrewed and the bottom seating ring removed.  

The seal (item 11) is not included in the repair kit and had been damaged by the way the steering 

nut had been flopping about. It is a readily available size (38mm ID, 50mm OD, 7mm wide) from 

online bearing suppliers. 
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Support the tractor with its front wheels off the ground – this is necessary so one can find when the 

steering adjustment becomes too tight. 

Fit the bottom seating ring, screw in the new steering nut and arrange the new ball bearings in the 

nut’s groove using grease to hold them in place. Fit the top seating ring. 

The next stage is trial and error. Fit the shims, top column cap and tighten the nuts down. Repeat 

this process gradually removing and adding shims (the originals will probably be of several different 

thicknesses) until the steering just starts to feel slightly stiff (you’ll need the steering wheel back on 

the nut’s splines for this.) If enough shim material isn’t taken out then the steering wheel will flop 

about as the bearings need to be a very close fit to hold the steering nut in place. 

Finally press the locking tabs against the nuts, refit the instrument panel, steering wheel and nut. 

The transformation on this tractor was remarkable with an owner taking away a machine to be safe 

to use on the road again. 
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damage whatsoever and howsoever arising from reliance on it, regardless of whether such information originates from Anglo Agriparts, or 

our contributors. Anglo Agriparts has no control over the content on any other website accessed through this website and accepts no 

liability for any loss or damage whatsoever and howsoever arising from reliance upon the content of such websites. Neither Anglo 

Agriparts nor any reviewer or contributor of content on the website shall be liable to any person for any loss or damage which may arise 

from the use of the information contained in this article or on this website. These exclusions of liability will not apply to damages arising 

from death or personal injury caused by the negligence of Anglo Agriparts or any of its employees or agents or of a reviewer or contributor 

of content. 

 

 


